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STEPHEN J. REYNOLDS FONDS

Dates of creation
1969 - 2010
Extent
2 m. of textual records
1 cassette
2 photographs
Biographical sketch
Stephen Reynolds was an Anglican priest and a Professor of Theology at Trinity College. He was
born on 6 August 1951 in Mineola, New York, son of Andrew and Mary (O’Brien) Reynolds. A
graduate of the University of New Hampshire (1973), he attended the Faculty of Divinity at Trinity
College and received his MDiv in 1978. He was ordained deacon and then priest the same year
at the Cathedral Church of St. John the Baptist, St. John’s, Newfoundland. In 1981 he moved
back to Toronto and took up responsibilities in a series of congregations, including Grace Church
on the Hill, Trinity College Chapel, the Church of St. Mary Magdalene (SMM), and Church of the
Redeemer. He also enrolled in the ThD program at Trinity College, completing his degree in
1989. During this time he was a Tutor of Theology, occasional lecturer, and in his final year the
Sidney Childs Fellow in Divinity. From 1995 until his death he was Assistant Professor of
Systematic Theology. A major publication for the Anglican Church of Canada, For All the Saints:
Prayers and Readings for Saints’ Days according to the Calendar of The Book of Alternative
Services, was published in 1995.
Reynolds married Mary Virginia Hawken in 1978. Their daughter, Hannah Elizabeth, was born in
1989. A diabetic for most of his life, Stephen Reynolds became acutely ill during the winter of
2010-11 and died on 12 March 2011 at his home in Toronto.
Scope and content
The fonds consists of records kept by Stephen Reynolds during the course of his adult life.
These include correspondence with family, friends, and colleagues that illuminate his personal
life, his Christian faith, and his various pastoral and intellectual pursuits. Carbon copies of many
outgoing letters were created and kept. Reynolds kept an intermittent diary through the time
period represented here. These were sometimes typed, and often handwritten in small
notebooks. He apparently removed pages from these notebooks and inserted them in files with
correspondence and other material from the same time period.
Other records include academic papers, research material, sermons, prayers, drafts of
manuscripts, course materials, and some official documents such as academic transcripts.
Contains series
1. Undergraduate education and MDiv degree
2. Ministry
3. Anglican Church of Canada
4. For All the Saints
5. ThD Degree
6. Teaching
7. Correspondence
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Notes
Acquisition history: The fonds was donated by Mrs. Mary Reynolds in 2011.
Arrangement: The archivist has arranged the records into the above series.
Restrictions on access: None.
Terms governing use and reproduction / publication: Various copyright holders. It is the
researcher's responsibility to obtain permission to publish any part of the fonds.
Related records: Taped lectures by Stephen Reynolds delivered at the Church of the Redeemer,
Toronto, for Lent 2002 can be found in General Accession 2012-33.
Conservation: A number of files were infected with mould. Documents so affected were
photocopied and the originals destroyed as indicated in the file descriptions. Some letters from
David Holeton in Series 7 were covered in a plastic laminate. The originals have been kept
separately and photocopies placed in the proper sequence with the rest of the file.
General: File titles in square brackets indicate that they have been named by the archivist, based
on their contents. Other file titles were transcribed as found.
Provenance access points
Reynolds, Stephen James, 1951-2011
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SERIES 1: UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AND MDIV DEGREE
Dates of creation: 1969-1978
Extent: 26 cm of textual records
1 audio cassette
1 photograph : b&w ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm
Scope and content: Series consists of files that document Reynolds’ life from the time he began
his undergraduate education at the University of New Hampshire, through the decision to come to
Trinity College, and the years during which he completed his first graduate degree. Diary entries
and personal correspondence, course notes and academic papers are included.
Location/file listing
FOLDER/UNIT
TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

CONTENTS

BOX/
FILE
#

[Diary]

1969

1975

Typed diary entries as well as diet information,
marks and graduation diploma from the University
of New Hampshire, Phi Beta Kappa certificate,
and copies of letters to Jackie and Lee.

1-1

[University of
New Hampshire]
Part 1

1969

1973

Grade reports and essays. The original file has
been split into two.

1-2

[University of
New Hampshire]
Part 2

1969

1973

Undergraduate essays.

1-3

Towards
seminary

1972

1975

1-4

Trinity College

1969

1977

Information about various divinity schools,
including Trinity College, and correspondence with
them. Notes and diary entries are also included in
this file.
Diary entries, health information and
correspondence with family, friends and the
administration of Trinity College. Copies of letters
sent are often lengthy and detailed,
complementing the diary entries.

A. Mikloshazy –
Sacraments in
General and the
Sacraments of
Initiation

1975

1976

Mimeographed course notes.

1-6

‘Dean Speak’
and Homilies

1976

1976

Notes and texts created for an elocution class
taught by then Dean Howard Buchner, and an
audio cassette recording of a sermon preached at
St Leonard’s Church in 1976.

2-1

1-5
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[MDiv, Trinity
College]

1976

1978

Files contain an autobiographical sketch, as well
as essays and examinations. The original file has
been split into 4.

2-2
to 25

Verbatims:
Summer Quarter
CPO

May
1977

July
1977

Records relating to the administration of the
pastoral care program at two Toronto hospitals,
and copies of the verbatim reports written by
Reynolds. A photograph of the Toronto Western
Hospital Toronto Institute for Pastoral Training
Chaplaincy staff, 1976, is present. Patient data
sheets have been removed and destroyed.

2-6

CommunionWorthiness in
the early 17th
century Church
of England

[197-?]

[197-?]

Material that appears to be background
information for an academic paper. A photocopy
of an apparently 17th century printed text is
present, along with notes.

2-7

SERIES 2: MINISTRY
Dates of creation: 1978-2006
Extent: 52 cm of textual records
1 photograph : col. ; 9 x 9 cm
Scope and content: Files in this series relate to Reynolds’ pastoral duties in St. John’s,
Newfoundland, and in the Toronto area. Sermons and homilies were systematically organized,
some in binders. Dates, times and places were recorded and the sermon was often attached to
an order of service. Other writings related to pastoral duties are present, including editorials in a
parish newsletter, texts for lectures and adult education sessions, and prayers. Correspondence
and diary entries are included.
Location/file listing:
FOLDER/UNIT
TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

CONTENTS

BOX/
FILE
#

St. John’s

1978

1981

One large file was divided into three. Each
contains correspondence with friends
regarding the move to St John’s, Reynolds’
ordination, the marriage of Stephen and Mary
Reynolds, and the move back to Trinity College
and Toronto, including carbon copies of
outgoing correspondence; official
correspondence and programs for services at
the Parish of St. John the Baptist.
Correspondents include: Ansley Tucker,
Howard Buchner, Dean Rusted, Gordon J.
Walsh, Eugene Fairweather, Hollis Hiscock,
and others identified only by first name. File 1
contains a photograph of Reynolds and Rev.

3-1 to
3-3
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Dougald in 1978.The files also contains diary
fragments in various forms and notes on
readings.
Official business –
public statements

1978

1981

Sermons, papers, copies of The Cathedral
Messenger, letters, book reviews and notes
relating to parish duties in St. John’s.

3-4

Sermons

1978

1979

Sermons and lessons.

3-5

Sermons

1980

1980

Sermons and lessons.

3-6

[Sermon binder #1]
(St. John’s) BCP

1980

1981

File contains the contents of the first half of a
binder, consisting of sermons preached in St.
John’s.

4-1

[Sermon binder #1]
(Toronto) Year A

1980

1980

File contains the second half of a binder,
consisting of sermons preached at Grace
Church-on-the-Hill, St. Stephen’s, and Trinity
College Chapel.

4-2

[Sermon binder #1]
Year C

1982

1983

Sermons preached at the Trinity College
Chapel.

4-3

[Sermon binder #2]
Year A

1983

1984

One sermon and an order of service from
Trinity College Chapel.

4-4

[Sermon binder #2]
TCC/SMM Year B

1985

1986

Sermons preached at the Trinity College
Chapel and St. Mary Magdalene’s.

4-5

[Sermon binder #2]
TCC/SMM Year C

1985

1986

Sermons preached at the Trinity College
Chapel and at St. Mary Magdalene’s.

4-6

Sermons – Advent
1983

1983

1984

Sermons preached at the Trinity College
Chapel including one for the ordination of Colin
J. Koester. Orders of service are generally
included. Also present are copies of personnel
records for the Anglican Church of Canada.

4-7

Advent 1984

1984

1985

Sermons preached at the Trinity College
Chapel and orders of service.

4-8

Sermons – Advent
1985

1987

1988

Sermons preached at the Trinity College
Chapel and St. Mary Magdalene’s.

4-9

Advent, Year A

1986

1987

Sermons preached at the Trinity College
Chapel and at St. Mary Magdalene’s.

4-10

SMM - Tests for
“Missal Renewal”

1987

1987

Schedules, drafts and correspondence

5-1

SMM Study Group:
Sources and
resources of prayer

1987

1987

File contains a draft copy of the presentation
for this group, Parts 1, 2 and 4, and a partial
printed copy.

5-2

History of

1987

1988

Texts created for a lecture series at St. Mary

5-3
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Eucharistic
Spirituality – SMM

Magdalene’s, presented in two parts, each
having five sessions, in the fall of 1987 and
spring 1988.

[Sermons]

1987

1988

Dated sermons or homilies, probably preached
at St. Mary Magdalene’s.

5-4

[Sermons] Originally
& incorrectly titled
“Th.D. Thesis –
Copy 1”
[Sermons]

1987

1990

Dated sermons or homilies, probably preached
at St. Mary Magdalene’s.

5-5

1987

1988

Dated and undated sermons and homilies,
probably preached at St. Mary Magdalene’s.
The file also contains some correspondence

5-6

Prudence Tracy,
People’s Warden,
SMM

1989

1989

File contains a short note to Prudence Tracy of
the congregation at St. Mary Magdalene’s,
along with a prototype pamphlet entitled “The
Sixfold Grace, Homilies on the Lord’s Prayer”
by Stephen Reynolds”.

5-7

Notes for talks at
SMM – Advent/Lent

1989

1991

Texts of talks given at St. Mary Magdalene’s.

5-8

[Proper prayers and
readings for a
Parish
Thanksgiving]

1989

1989

File contains a 2-page draft document.

5-9

Homilies and
sermons

1990

1992

Original file has been split into two parts.
Sermons preached at the Trinity College
Chapel, St. Mary Magdalene’s and St. Anne’s.

6-1
and
6-2

SMM Parish visit

1992

1992

File contains records relating to Reynold’s
associateship at St. Mary Magdalene, a
pastoral letter from Archbishop Finlay
regarding the Rev. James Ferry and other
administrative records.

6-3

Homilies – Year A,
Sundays after
Pentecost

1992

1993

Sermons delivered at St. Mary Magdalene’s.

6-4

Homilies, Year A

1993

1993

Sermons delivered at St. Mary Magdalene’s
and elsewhere

6-5

Pastoral
correspondence

1993

1993

Correspondence and a handwritten prologue
and introduction to “the Canon of the Mass”.

6-6

Homilies, Year B,
Advent – Paschal
tide

1993

1994

Sermons preached at a number of
congregations.

6-7

[Unfiled homilies]

1999

2011

Files contains 3 homilies, dated 1999, 2006
and 2011.

6-8
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[Chronology of the
Church of the
Redeemer]

2000

2000

File contains a 3-page history of the Church.

6-9

[Unfiled homilies]

2003

2006

Easter sermons preached at the Church of the
Redeemer.

6-10

[Church of the
Redeemer – The
Gathering]

2004

2005

The original file has been divided into two. File
contains copies of the parish newsletter,
including editorials by Reynolds.

6-11
&
6-12

[Church of the
Redeemer]

[2006]

[2006]

File contains the text of a talk given to the Adult
Christian Education group, and several
homilies.

6-13

[Unfiled notes,
prayers and poetry]

[198-]

2009

File contains unfiled papers, including several
prayers apparently written by Ronwen Guest.

6-14

SERIES 3: ANGLICAN CHURCH OF CANADA

Dates of creation: 1975-1997
Extent: 13 cm of textual records
Scope and content: Series consists of records documenting Reynolds’ involvement in various
issues concerning the governance and doctrines of the Anglican Church. Topics include the Book
of Alternative Services, homosexuality, and the ordination of women. Reynolds was an active
member of The Hoskin Group based at the downtown Toronto church of St. Stephen-in-theFields, whose members sought to publish and disseminate information of concern to Canadian
Anglicans. He was also on the Calendar Sub-Committee of the National Doctrine and Worship
Committee of the Anglican Church. Records include articles by Reynolds and others,
correspondence, minutes and other documents from The Hoskin Group and the Calendar SubCommittee, and official statements from the Anglican Church of Canada.

Location/file listing:
FOLDER/UNIT TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

CONTENTS

BOX/
FILE
#

[Ordination of Women]

1975

1992

File contains information on the issue of
ordination of women, including an article
by J.P. Peck and statements from the
Anglican Church of Canada. The contents
of this file have been photocopied and the
originals destroyed due to mould
infestation.

7-1
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Correspondence on
Liturgy

1979

1983

File contains copies of Reynolds’ letters
to a number of Canadian clerics, and their
responses.

7-2

Baptism and
Confirmation: questions

1981

1981

File contains the photocopied text of a
statement from the World Council of
Churches, Commission on Faith and
Order, regarding baptism.

7-3

Third Canadian Order:
debate on its Doctrine

1984

1984

File contains “A Statement on Eucharistic
Doctrine and the Third Canadian Order”,
and a form letter with list of recipients
asking for comments and remarks.
Responses from some recipients are also
included.

7-4

[National Doctrine and
Worship Committee],
Calendar SubCommittee. Memorials
and Commemorations
Sub-Committee

1984

1994

File contains correspondence and
questionnaires. The original file has been
split into two.

7-5 &
7-6

Controversy with
Hankey

1986

1986

File contains letters to the editor of The
Anglican from Reynolds and Wayne
Hankey regarding a pamphlet entitled
Twenty Questions Concerning the
Canadian Book of Alternative Services.
Clippings from the paper and an original
letter are included.

7-7

Anglican Supreme Court
re BAS Ordinations

1988

1988

File consists of documents relating to the
case regarding the validity of the
consecration vows in the Book of
Alternative Services. Reynolds, David
Holeton and John Gibaut were the
academic theologians who intervened in
support of the BAS. File contains a copy
of their intervention, correspondence with
lawyers, newspaper clippings and official
documents from the Court.

7-8

“Consecration by Word
and Spirit”, article for the
Anglican, 4/2/87

1987

1987

Drafts, correspondence and a copy of the
published article.

7-9

Hoskin Group

1989

1992

Minutes of meetings, constitution and
administrative structure, lists of members
and financial statements. File has been
photocopied and the original destroyed
due to mould infestation.

7-10

Hoskin Group: Breviary

[1991?]

[1991?]

File contains a partial draft of “The
Ordinary” and “Compline”. File has been
photocopied and the original destroyed

7-11
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due to mould infestation.
Confirmation – Societas
Liturgica

1991

1991

File contains a letter from David Holeton
regarding the Anglican Liturgical
Consultation.

7-12

Prayer Book revision

1992

1992

File contains copies of official statements
from the Anglican Church, and relevant
pages from the Fourteenth Session of
General Synod. This file has been
photocopied and the originals destroyed
due to mould infestation

7-13

The Reformed
understanding of the
Eucharist

1992

1992

File contains a lecture given for the
Bishop of Niagara’s Diploma Course,
Oakville, and related correspondence.

7-14

Healing Committee

1992

1996

File contains texts (written by Reynolds?)
on related topics and a memo from the
Committee, which included Susan
Anderson, the Rev. Munro Gadsby and
Linda Riesberry as well as Reynolds.

8-1

Response to The
Fidelity Group

1994

1994

File contains a statement from the Fidelity
Group regarding homosexuality and
records relating to a response from
Reynolds and others.

8-2

Response to “Anglican
Essentials”

1995

1996

File contains a copy of the “Montreal
Declaration of Anglican Essentials” by
Richard Baxter, a copy of “Towards a
Biblical Church” by the Rev. Paul
Jennings, a draft copy of Reynolds’ “The
word of God and ‘God’s word written,’”
and correspondence relating to these
documents.

8-3

[“The Word of God and
‘God’s Word Written,’
the Montreal Declaration
on the Authority of the
Scriptures”]

1996

1996

File contains a proof copy of a chapter
published in The Challenge of Tradition:
Discerning the future of Anglicanism,
edited by John Simons, published by the
Anglican Book Centre in 1997.

8-4

Ordo

1997

1997

File contains draft 2 of the introduction to
McCausland’s Order of Divine Service,
with corrections, and a photocopied proof.
The book was published by the Anglican
Book Centre in 1997.

8-5

Various

[198-?]

1994

File contains the text for a script for the
LOGOS Tape Project, written by
Reynolds entitled “Partners and Fellow
Students; the Ferrar Household of Little
Gidding, 1626-1646”. Related
correspondence is included. The file also
contains a translation of two Latin Poems

8-6
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for David Holeton, and the
Acknowledgements to For All the Saints.
Various projects

1987

1998

File contains a Curriculum Vitae, handwritten notes on texts (removed from a
notebook), a bibliography of American
Hagiography in the later 17th century, a
letter to the editor of The Anglican
regarding ordination vs. consecration of
Bishops, and a Litany for Morning Prayer,
prepared for the Diocesan Clergy
Conference, 1994.

8-7

SERIES 4: FOR ALL THE SAINTS

Dates of creation:
1987 – 1999
Extent:
13 cm of textual records
Scope and content:
Series consists of documents constituting Stephen Reynold’s work on the book that became
known as For All the Saints: Prayers and Readings for Saints’ Days according to the Calendar of
THE BOOK OF ALTERNATIVE SERVICES. Early files refer to “Memorials and
Commemorations” or “Mem and Com”. This body of work was the result of his involvement in the
Calendar Sub-Committee of the National Doctrine and Worship Committee for the Anglican
Church of Canada. The book was published in 1995 by the Anglican Book Centre, Toronto.

Location / File Listing:
FOLDER/UNIT TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

CONTENTS

BOX/
FILE
#

Memorials and
Commemorations binder

July
1987

August
1987

File contains an early complete draft of
the book, removed from its binder and
housed in four files.

8-7 to
8-11

[Calendar Editorial Subcommittee – Memorials
and Commemorations
revisions]

Sept
1987

Sept
1987

File contains a memo to the Subcommittee with general comments and
an edited partial draft

9-1

The Proper for Memorials
and Commemorations 3rd revised draft

May
1989

May
1989

File contains a letter from Stephen
Reynolds to “Brother and Sister
Calendrialists” with “Proposed

9-2
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guidelines and procedures for
continuing calendar revision”, an
“Analysis of the fixed (dated) feasts on
the BAS calendar”, and a complete
draft of the Proper.
[Mem & Com Editorial
Sub-Committee]. The
Commemoration of Saints
– draft proposed
introduction

[198-?]

[198-?]

File contains a memo to Harold
Nahabedian, Ansley Tucker, James
Koester and the Wardens of St. Mary
Magdalene (Lorna Scott and Prudence
Tracy) with a 17-page draft introduction

9-3

The Proper for Memorials
and Commemorations
with the Fixed Principal
Feasts and Holy Days

[199-?]

199-?]

File contains an undated manuscript,
spiral-bound, without introductory
material but otherwise complete.

9-4

For All the Saints, 1991
draft

1991

1991

File contains a complete draft of the
manuscript. The original file has been
divided into three.

9-5 to
9-7

Correspondence on
Nightingale

1999

1999

File contains letters written to Stephen
Reynolds and Primate Michael Peers
regarding the entry on Florence
Nightingale in For All the Saints.

9-8

SERIES 5: Th.D. – TRINITY COLLEGE

Dates of creation:
1973 – 1996
Extent:
60 cm of textual records
.
Scope and content:
Series consists of papers submitted for courses at Trinity College, translations by SJR, index
cards containing research notes, and other documents relating to his academic life. The final files
in this series document the progress of his thesis from the proposal stage through to the final,
bound manuscript. Personal correspondence and diary entries are also present
Location / File Listing:
FOLDER/UNIT TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

CONTENTS

BOX/
FILE
#

Th.D. program: papers

1973

1986

File contains transcripts (including
M.Div. transcript), thesis proposal
and papers submitted for courses

10-1
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[Journal entries,
correspondence and notes]

1980

1994

File contains typed and handwritten diary entries, active and
passive correspondence, and
notes on a number of topics
including Baptism, and Original
Sin.

10-2

MST9033F : Bonaventure

1981

1981

File contains a marked book report
submitted to Prof. W. Principe

10-3

[Papers]

1981

1984

File contains 3 papers submitted
for course work, as well as an 11page “note” written for David
[Holeton?] on the ablutions-rubric
in the Prayer Book, and a paper on
reforming the Liturgy written while
Tutor of Theology.

10-4

Why we are reforming the
Liturgy; an explanation of some
Anglican principles

[1982?]

[1982?]

File contains a copy of the paper,
written while SJR was a Tutor of
Theology at Trinity College

10-5

Optional days of observance –
Propers

1982

1983

File contains four papers submitted
for course work, as well as a a draft
of “Why we are reforming the
Liturgy”, research notes and partial
drafts.

10-6

Return to Trinity –
controversies

1982

1986

File contains correspondence,
clippings and writing regarding the
use of sex films for the teaching of
pastoral counseling, inclusive
language, ecumenism and the role
of the Chaplain at Trinity College.
The file also contains a letter in
support of a grant to the Trinity
College Library.

10-7

Essay – The Bread of Life,
Miracles, Incarnation and the
Eucharist in August of Hippo’s
Homilies…

1983

1983

File consists of an 80-page paper
submitted for a course.

10-8

H. Guenther: Apostolate in N.T

1983

1983

File contains notes, readings drafts
and a copy of the essay.

10-9

Pascasius Radbert – On the
Body and Blood of the Lord, an
English translation

[1986?]

[1986?]

Draft copy of 207-page manuscript,
with annotations, of SJR’s
translation.

11-1

Pascasius Radbert, On the
Body and Blood of the Lord. An

1986

1986

File contains a complete draft, with
corrections. The original file has

11-2
&
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English Translation, with
introduction and notes by
Stephen J. Reynolds.

been split into two parts.

11-3

“Cranmer Revisited”. Final (7th)
draft and Buchanan
correspondence

1986

1987

File contains the paper, along with
correspondence with Colin
Buchanan and Geoffrey Cuming.

11-4

Epicles and Theology of the
Spirit

1987

1987

File contains drafts, notes and
bibliographical references

11-5

Notes for lectures in “Baby
Anglicanism” (Slater & Holeton)

1988

1988

File contains drafts of a paper on
the history of Anglican theology.

11-6

Arminianism in C of E

[198-?]

[198-?]

File contains notes on a text by
Pocklington, and a preliminary
bibliography

11-7

Eucharistic sacrifice:
Continental reformers

[1987?]

[1987?]

File contains bibliographical
references and an outline.

11-8

Augustine of Hippo

[198-?]

[198-?]

File contains a bibliography and a
chronology.

11-9

Ambrose of Milan, On the
Mysteries

[198-?]

[198-?]

File contains a text that is likely a
translation by SJR.

1110

Collects: Form, function and
content

[198-?]

[198-?]

File contains a draft document.

1111

Pascasium Radbert - The Body
and Blood of the Lord (revision
copy); Ratramn - On the Body
and Blood of the Lord
[translation and Latin
version];Rabanus - On the
training of Clergy and A
penitential for Heribald.

[198-?]

[198-?]

File contains translations by SJR .
The Radbert document consists of
preliminary material only.

1112

Thesis proposal

1988

1988

File contains a proposal with
bibliography

12-1

[Thesis – proposal, outline,
edited copy]

1988

1988

Files contain a complete copy of
SJR’s thesis. Original file has been
divided into three.

12-2
to
12-4

[Thesis defense]

1988

1996

File contains correspondence
relating to the defense of his thesis,
and letters from Trinity College
regarding teaching positions.

12-5

[Thesis – The Mystery of
Fulfilled Truth; the Eucharist as
Sacrament of the Economy of
Salvation according to

1989

1989

File contains a bound copy of
SJR’s thesis.

12-6
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Pascasius Radbert and
Ratramn]
[Reference cards]

[198-?]

[198-?]

Box holds the contents of two
index-card boxes, with notes on
various texts.

Box
13

SERIES 6: TEACHING

Dates of creation:
1983 – 2011
Extent:
13 cm of textual records
Scope and content:
Series contains course outlines, reading lists, tutorial schedules and correspondence related to
the teaching of various courses at the Faculty of Divinity, Trinity College. Student lists and
evaluations have been removed.
Location / File Listing:
FOLDER/UNIT TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

CONTENTS

BOX/
FILE
#

TRT 1102 S – Tutorial
assignments

[1985?]

[1985?]

File contains a ‘course pack’, with
readings,

14-1

TRT 1101F – 1102S Students

1983

1984

File contains hand-written dated
notes

14-2

TRT 1101 – 1102 tutorials

1983

1984

File contains schedules of tutorials,
readings and outlines of individual
tutorials

14-3

TRT 3566S Lecture – The
Windsor statement

1987

1987

14-4

TRP 2201A – Eucharistic
Spirituality

1993

1993

File contains a copy of the lecture
and a note of appreciation from a
student.
File contains course outlines,
readings, texts, and correspondence

Anglican Studies 2

1995

1995

File contains information on a
reading course, including
correspondence, and course outline.

14-6

[Course possibilities]

1997

1998

File contains correspondence with
student Donna Quain and Catherine
Clifford of St. Michael’s College
regarding projected new courses.

14-7

14-5
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TRT 3210HF

2007

2007

File contains a 3-page “Summingup” of the course.

14-8

TRT 3257HS

[2007?]

[2011?]

File contains an introduction, course
outline and first lecture

14-9

TRT 2254H

[2010?]

[2010?]

File contains course outlines,
lectures, and correspondence with
William Blissett regarding All the
Saints

1410

TRT 1101HS

2011

2011

File contains course outlines,
lectures, assignments and final
examination questions.

1411

Gregory of Nazianus, The Five
Theological Orations; a revised
translation, with introduction
and notes, by Stephen
Reynolds

[200-?]

[200-?]

File contains a complete printed text,
possibly prepared for a course?
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SERIES 7: CORRESPONDENCE

Dates of creation:
1978 - 2009
Extent:
7 cm of textual records
Scope and content:
Correspondence figures significantly in many files above, but Stephen Reynolds did create files
that contained only correspondence and that spanned many topics and several years. The
correspondence in this series documents his early friendship with Trinity professor David Holeton,
but is generally diffuse in scope. Later correspondence was printed from email. The final file has
been created by the archivist from miscellaneous unfiled correspondence.
Conservation note:
A number of letters in 15-1 were laminated in plastic and have been photocopied. Originals have
been placed separately in 15-2.
Location / File Listing:
FOLDER/UNIT TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

CONTENTS

BOX/
FILE
#

Correspondence
with Holeton

1978

1981

File contains active and passive correspondence
between David Holeton and SJR, primarily
during the period when Holeton was studying at

15-1

16
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the Sorbonne in Paris. A letter to SJR’s parents,
with a lengthy description of Holeton, is also
included
[Correspondence
with Holeton]

1978

1981

File contains original plastic-coated letters
received from David Holeton. Photocopies have
been integrated into the file above in their
original sequence.

15-2

[Correspondence]

1982

1985

File contains active and correspondence with
friends and, including lengthy descriptions of a
trip to England, and the nature of God; and
official correspondence relating to his position in
St. John’s Nfld, and at Trinity College.

15-3

[Correspondence]

1989

1993

File consists of correspondence primarily with
Prudence Tracy and Randy McLeod, A
photocopy of an article on George Herbert,
written by McLeod, is included

15-4

[Correspondence]

1991

1996

File contains some personal correspondence,
but is largely regarding the publication of For All
the Saints. Letters regarding his appointment at
Trinity College, and others relating to his position
at the Paris of Bridgenorth and Emily, are also
included.

15-5

[Correspondence]

2006

2009

File consists of personal and professional
correspondence, much of it printed emails.

15-6

[Unfiled
correspondence]

1988

2000

File contains correspondence relating to SJR’s
Th.D. thesis, to his work at St. Mary Magdalene,
the publication of For All the Saints, and email
correspondence relating to an Anglican listserv.

15-7

[Unfiled notes and
correspondence]

[1978]

[20--?]

File contains miscellaneous notes, fragments of
correspondence , reflections.

15-8
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